We consider a world in which individuals have private endowments and trade in markets, while their utility is sensitive to the consumption of their neighbors. Our interest is in understanding how social structure of comparisons, taken together with the familiar fundamentals of the economy -endowments, technology and preferences -shapes equilibrium prices, allocations and welfare.
We find that equilibrium prices and allocations depend on average individual centrality in the social network. As we add links to a social network, the centralities rise and this pushes up prices of the socially sensitive good. Newly linked agents demand more of the socially sensitive good, while the reverse happens with regard to the standard good. We derive a formula to compute the critical link, i.e., the new link which maximizes price increase.
We then turn to a model with heterogenous endowments, and find that inequality in network centrality and in wealth inequality reinforce each other. Thus a transfer of resources from less to more central agents raises prices of the socially sensitive good and alters allocations and utilities of all agents. We show by example that poor individuals lose utility while rich individuals gain utility as society moves from segregation to integration.
Introduction
Production, consumption and trade take place at the intersection of society and markets. Traditionally, economists have concentrated on understanding the functioning of markets; in recent years, there has been a resurgence of interest in social interaction. This work has generated an array of models to study economic questions; for the most part, however, these models focus on a setting with pure social interaction and almost entirely abstract from prices and market competition.
1 As the field of social networks matures, we believe it is important to integrate them with traditional models of competition and exchange in markets. This general view informs the approach we take in the present paper to study the effects of relative consumption concerns.
One of the recurrent themes in the study of individual well being is that, in addition to own consumption, it appears also to depend on the consumption of others with whom we interact and compare ourselves. But the happiness and therefore the consumption of these "close by" others in turn depends on the consumption of their friends and so on. Individual decisions on consumption are therefore shaped by the overall pattern of connections which obtain in the society. In order to understand consumption and welfare we therefore need a framework which takes into account of social structure, along with the familiar fundamentals of the economy -endowments, technology and preferences.
In this paper, we propose a simple model which extends the classical model of general equilibrium to allow for social interaction. There is a finite group of individuals who all have identical initial endowments and are price takers. Each of the individuals is also directly affected by the consumption of one good by a subset of the other individuals, whom we shall refer to as her neighbours. The structure of individual neighbourhoods is modeled as a network. For a fixed set of prices, individual demand depends on consumption of neighbours, whose demand in turn depends on the demand of their neighbours and so on. This suggests that a change in the demand of agent i will have an effect on the demand of her neighbours which will in turn affect the demand of their neighbours, and these changes will in turn feedback on agent i. Thus a study of individual consumption requires us to take into account paths of different lengths via which individual agents are linked in the network.
Our first observation is that the direct and indirect effects of social interaction are captured by eigen vector centrality of the adjacency matrix describing the network. centrality in a social network, while the price is proportional to the average network centrality of agents in the network. As we add links to a social network, there will be more paths between agents, the sum of centralities will rise and this pushes up prices of the socially sensitive good. We also derive a formula to compute the critical link, i.e., the new link which maximizes price increase. Roughly speaking, this formula says that, when social comparison effects are small, the critical link is one which connects the two least linked agents. With regard to allocations, we show that, as we add links to a network, the consumption of the socially sensitive good by the connected agents increases, while the reverse happens to non-connected agents.
These results are obtained in a benchmark model in which all agents have the same endowments. We then extend our model to allow for resource heterogeneity. Our main result shows that wealth and network heterogeneity reinforce each other: a transfer of resources from a poorly connected to a well connected agent raises prices and alters allocations and utility across the economy. The model with heterogeneity allows us to explore an interesting theme in the recent happiness literature: the role of shifting social interactions. We illustrate through examples, how poorly endowed individuals lose, while well endowed individuals gain, as we move from a society which is segregated along class lines to an integrated society.
These observations on effects of social networks on welfare naturally lead us to examine the stability of different social networks. We illustrate through an example that different structures ranging from the empty network to the complete network may be stable for given economic fundamentals. We interpret this finding as saying that a variety of different social norms with regard to conspicuous consumption may obtain across societies, which are otherwise identical. 3 We finally discuss alternative specifications of consumption externalities, e.g., where the externalities depend solely on the average of neighbours, or the maximum of neighbours, or where externalities arise in the consumption of both goods. We find that in such economies there exists equilibria which are insensitive to patterns of social interaction.
There is a vast literature in economics, as well as in other disciplines, on the importance of relative consumption for individual well being. Perhaps, the best known early work is Veblen's (1897) critique of conspicuous consumption. In recent years, relative consumption concerns have been presented as the natural explanation to account for the Easterlin puzzle: the observation that happiness is positively related to incomes in a society at any point in time, but that increases in income in the society over time, appear to have little effect on happiness. Recent papers by Kuhn et al (2008) and Luttmer (2005) present clear empirical evidence in support of the role of social effects on personal consumption and happiness. Kuhn et al (2008) find that an increase in the incomes of neighbors have significant effects on individual consumption patterns, and moreover that these effects are stronger for immediate neighbors as compared to general neighborhood effects. Luttmer's (2005) work suggests that changes in the incomes of neighbors have effects on self-reported levels of individual happiness and moreover the magnitude of these effects depends on the frequency of interaction with the neighbors.
Over the years, a number of models on relative consumption concerns -both at a personal level (across different selves of an individual, over time) as well as at a social level (across different individuals) -have been proposed. See, e.g., Abel (1990) Dussenbery (1949) . While these models differ in many ways, they share one common feature: they suppose that individual utility or well being depends on own consumption and average social consumption. However, the motivation for relative consumption effects in this literature typically arises at a local level, i.e., when we compare our consumption with the consumption of friends, colleagues and relatives. This formulation of average consumption is thus restrictive on two counts: one, it precludes the study of size of effects which empirical work suggests are important. Two, the average formulation precludes the study of changing patterns of social interaction, a subject which has been the topic of public debate (see e.g. the discussion in Layard (2005) ). These considerations motivate our attempt at developing a framework in which local consumption effects can be studied systematically.
4
Our paper builds on two earlier papers, Ballester, Calvo-Armengol and Zenou (2006) and Tan (2006) . Tan (2006) studies the effect of social networks in a general equilibrium model. There are two main differences between the papers. One, he looks at specific networks -such as star and regular networks -while we allow for arbitrary networks. Our study of general equilibrium in arbitrary networks is made possible due to our key result that the social network effects are summarized in a simple measure of network centrality. We are also able to provide a general set of results on the effects of endowment transfers in a setting with social interaction; to the best of our knowledge these results are new.
Ballester, Calvo-Armengol and Zenou (2006) study a game of social interaction and derive a relation between Nash equilibrium actions and network centralities. While our work uses similar measures of network centrality, the motivation of our paper and the principal findings are quite different from their work. We are interested in the ways in which general equilibrium prices, individual consumptions and well being, are jointly shaped by social interaction and competitive markets. This leads us to focus on the ways in which social interactions alter prices, which in turn alter allocations and utilities. Moreover, in our paper, a key issue is how social structure and endowment heterogeneity complement each other in defining prices and utilities. On a technical note, we also note that our characterization of equilibrium obtains for all levels of social consumption effects. This is in contrast to Ballester et. al. (2006) result, as well as most of the literature that follows this paper which requires the social effects to be small.
5
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 sets out the basic model of network based consumption externality and section 3 solves this model. Section 4 takes up the model with endowment heterogeneity. Section 5 presents some preliminary findings on stable social networks. Section 6 discusses some alternative formulations, while section 7 contains concluding remarks.
Model
We consider a pure exchange economy populated with N consumers, i = 1, ..., N . Let N (i) be the set of neighbours of consumer i and let n i = |N (i)|. There are two consumption goods. We denote by p the price of good 2, good 1 being the numeraire. Consumers care about their own consumption of good 1 and good 2. We note x i the consumption of good 1 by agent i and y i the consumption of good 2 by agent i. Consumers also care about the consumption of good 2 by their direct neighbours, i.e. consumer i cares also about {y j } j∈N (i) . Consumer i is endowed with a bundle of the two goods (ω i , ν i ), where ω i > 0 and ν i > 0. We will represent the pattern of neighbourhoods by G, which is a n × n matrix of 1's and 0's. An {i, j} square in this matrix takes value 1 if and only if i and j are direct neighbours. We will assume that in this matrix the diagonal terms are all set equal 0.
5 After we had written our paper, we became aware of three new papers which study related ideas Bramoulle, Kranton and D'Amours (2008), Bloch and Querou (2008) and Mookherjee, Napel and Ray (2008). We briefly discuss the latter two papers, as they relate to social interactions and markets. Bloch and Querou (2008) study optimal discriminatory pricing by firms to consumers who experience consumption externalities with respect to their neighbors. They obtain a number of results which relate network centrality of individuals to optimal prices. Mookherjee, Napel and Ray (2008) study a model where families invest in the skills of children and these children then earn wages. The incentives to invest in human capital is related to the average wage in the local social environment. Their main results pertain to the existence of equilibrium in which communities with low and high human capital emerge due to due to the complementarities in the acquisition of human capital across created by the comparison of wages. So, while these papers deal with related themes the economic contexts they study are quite different. So we will not provide a detailed discussion of the results.
In order to model interpersonal comparisons in consumption we let the utility depends on own consumption in the two goods as well as the consumption of the neighbours in the second good. We will assume that:
where Φ : R × R n i → R and −i is the set of neighbours to agent i. The function Φ is increasing in y i and decreasing in each element of the vector y −i . It is also natural to assume that when all neighbours consume y i , that is each component of y −i is equal to y i , then the effect of the neighbours vanishes, i.e. Φ(y i , y i ) = y i . As we are concerned with interpersonal considerations a minimal specification is
where α is a real number, which may be interpreted as a measure of the strength of comparison (or externality). The case where α = 0 corresponds to the benchmark no externality model. When α > 0 individuals are negatively affected by the consumption of their neighbors. By contrast, α < 0 corresponds to a positive externality. In our analysis we will focus on the case α > 0.
Finally, we assume that u i has the familiar form
with 0 < σ < 1. The utility function can then be written as
The specific form of the utility function is a consequence of the introduction of interpersonal comparisons. The function can be written in a way that allows for a more intuitive interpretation in which the effect of departures from the average is weighted by the number of neighbours, i.e. the social pressure. Indeed, we can write
Remark: Our utility function may be derived from a more general specification when variations in consumption across individuals are small and individuals have identical characteristics. Indeed, subject to this condition we may linearize Φ with respect to y −i near y i and keep only the first order terms. We then have
where ∂ j Φ(y i , y i ) stands for the partial derivative of Φ in respect to jth neighbour's consumption, evaluated at the point where all consumptions are y i , i.e. y −i = y i . As all agents are identical we may assume that ∂ j Φ(y i , y −i ) = −α where −α is the common value of all the partial derivatives of Φ with respect to −i.
We emphasize that in the above formulation both the individual consumption as well as the size of the total consumption of neighbors matters. This is consistent with some recent empirical work by Luttmer (2005) . In this paper, the author emphasizes the role of neighbourhoods in shaping individual welfare. In particular, Table 8 in his paper shows that increasing the number of meetings with neighbours matters for the magnitude of the effect of neighbours. This empirical work does not distinguish between more meetings with the same neighbors and a larger number of neighbors. This suggests that it is the overall magnitude of difference between personal consumption and consumption of neighbors which may be more appropriate.
While we believe that our formulation is consistent with empirical work, we are aware that there is no consensus on the form of interpersonal comparisons of consumption. We therefore feel that it is important to examine the effects of alternative formulations of interpersonal comparisons. Section 6 presents our analysis of a number of alternative formulations.
We will suppose that good x is the numeraire good and that the price of good y is p. A consumer i's optimization program reads
Let ( x i , y i ) solve this problem.
A general equilibrium is a strictly positive price p and a vector of allocations ( x i , y i ) i∈N such that 1. Markets clear: i∈N x i = i∈N ω i , i∈N y i = i∈N ν i .
2. For each i ∈ N , ( x i , y i ) solves the optimization problem outlined above.
We will study equilibrium in which x i > 0, y i > 0 as well as y i +αn i y i −
The first order conditions associated with the optimization problem are
For fixed prices, how does a neighbor's consumption of the socially sensitive good affect the marginal returns on own consumption of y? We note from the second line in (8) that for fixed n i , marginal utility to y i is clearly increasing in consumption of y by a neighbor. Next we consider the impact of an additional neighbor. It is easily seen that so long as consumption by the new neighbor is equal or larger than current own consumption, the marginal utility from consumption of y i will increase. But, with a bit of algebra, we can also see that if the consumption of the neighbor is significantly smaller than current own and current neighbors consumption then the marginal utility from y i may actually fall upon the addition of a new neighbor.
We observe that in our model the first order conditions are necessary for an interior optimum. We will restrict attention to interior solutions of the maximization problem faced by individuals. 7 The demands for goods 1 and 2 are given by:
We can use equation (10) to obtain for each i:
This can be rewritten as
where Y is the N -dimensional vector of good 2 consumption, G i is the ith row of the N × N matrix of connections, i.e. the adjacency matrix. The demands y i for all consumers may be expressed in matrix form as
where I is the identity matrix and G N is the N × N matrix of connections in which every row is normalized so that the sum of the elements add to
, and W is the N -dimensional vector of individual wealth.
Whenever I − ασG N is invertible we can write the demand for good y as:
3 Homogeneous agents
In this section we will study the case where all individuals have the same preferences and the same endowments. In this benchmark case, with no social interaction, the equilibrium is unique and characterized by no trade and the price is simply given by a ratio of endowments and the relative importance assigned by individual preferences to the two goods. How does social interaction affect equilibrium prices and allocations? Our first finding is that general equilibrium prices can be expressed as a function of the average centrality of the network, and that an individual's consumption is proportional to her network centrality. We then examine the effects of changing networks. We show that adding a link to a network always raises price of the socially sensitive good and a link between i and j alters their equilibrium consumption of the goods in proportion to their centrality in the initial network. We illustrate the quantitative significance of these effects with the help of numerical examples.
Since endowments are identical, the wealth of an agent is given by
which means that
where J is the N -dimensional vector of ones. We can now use equation 14 to obtain:
We now introduce our concept of network centrality.
Definition 1 Let G N be the N × N adjacency matrix in which a row i is normalized by
, where n i is the degree of agent i. Then we define the centrality vector B by
where J is the N dimensional vector of ones.
When ασ is smaller than the inverse of the modulo of the largest eigenvalue of G N , the inverse I − ασG N −1 can be expressed as a power series
In our model, observe that the condition for convergence is always met. This is because, from the Perron-Frobinius Theorem we know that an eigen value is less than the maximum sum across all rows. In our case, it can be checked that the maximum across all rows is indeed smaller than σ. By assumption σ < 1 and so the series converges. This is an important point: in Ballester, Calvo-Armengol and Zenou (2006), convergence has required that local effects be small, i.e., α be sufficiently small. In our framework, due to the normalization, implicit in the definition of the matrix G N , we do not require any assumptions on the magnitude of the local effect.
The element (i, j) of this matrix can be written as
where
counts the number of paths starting in j and ending at i of length s, weighted by the factors defined in Definition 1. This expression provides a nice interpretation of centrality in terms of interactions with neighbours of increasing distance. In fact the centrality of an individual B i , reflects the weighted sum of paths of all the different possible lengths.
We now have all the notation and concepts needed to state our first result which characterizes the relation between market equilibrium and social interaction. Let
Proposition 1 There exists an interior equilibrium. In this equilibrium, the allocations of goods for individual i are
while the price is given by
Proof: The proof of existence is constructive. From equations (17) and (18) it follows that individual allocations are collinear in B:
In order to find the price p that equates supply and demand we solve the market clearing equation:
Equivalently we have
Finally, from equation 26 note that the equilibrium price is given by the equation
leading to
we get
At this stage it is necessary to check that this allocation is indeed an equilibrium. Under our hypothesis on ασ, B i > 0 and B > 0. We need to verify that p > 0,
These inequalities are verified in the Appendix.
This result explains how markets and social structures jointly shape prices, allocations and welfare. We first illustrate the effect of social structure on equilibrium outcomes and welfare. We note that, in our model, the addition or deletion of a neighbor alters the utility function of the individual, making utility comparisons difficult. We will therefore restrict ourselves to comparing utilities of agents whose neighborhood, and hence preferences, remain unchanged.
Example 1 Social embeddedness and economic outcomes
In this economy all agents has an endowment of 10 units of either good and α = σ = 0.5. Figure 1 presents four standard networks: empty, star, ring, and coreperiphery. Figure 2 summarizes information on market equilibrium prices, allocations and utilities. We would like to bring out two points: one, social structure has significant effects on prices and allocations. A move from the empty network to the ring raises prices by a 100%, but has no effects on allocations. On the other hand, moving from the ring to the star lowers prices by almost 12% and leads to 16% increase in consumption of the socially sensitive good and a 29% decrease in consumption of standard good by the central agent. Our second point is that social structure has substantial effects on welfare: the utility of the peripheral agents in the star and the core-periphery network (with one neighbor each) are very different.
We now discuss the role of market interaction in shaping equilibrium outcomes.
Example 2 No man is an island: General equilibrium effects
In this economy all agents have an endowment of 10 units of either good and α = σ = 0.5. Figure 3 presents four networks with progressively increasing links but they all share the feature that agent 8 is isolated. Figure 4 summarizes information on market equilibrium prices, allocations and utilities. We would like to bring out two points: one, as the connected part of society gets more densely linked, the price of the socially sensitive good steadily increases while its consumption steadily moves away from the isolated agent and toward the more connected individuals. Two, we observe that the utility of the isolated agent actually increases from 10.44 in the initial network all the way to 11.36 when the core social group constitutes a complete hexagon.
First, we observe that equilibrium price depends on the average centrality: networks with higher average centrality will exhibit higher prices for the socially sensitive good. We also observe that prices are not affected by the distribution of centralities. This is an aspect of the linear structure of the model. Moreover, equilibrium price is increasing in the importance of the socially sensitive good, which is reflected in the value of 1 − σ.
Second, we note that the consumption of socially sensitive good y i is proportional and increasing in the centrality of agent i. Correspondingly, the consumption of the standard good x decreases with the centrality. We now comment on the relation between degree and consumption. One may expect that a higher degree individual will be led to compare himself with more neighbors and this will push him toward higher consumption of the socially sensitive good. While this is clearly true, it is also the case that the consumption of the neighbors is in turn affected by their degree and so forth. The centrality measure captures this indirect effect of the structure of interaction. These considerations are reflected in the following recursive formulation of the centrality measure:
The consumption y i of the socially sensitive good by agent i is increasing in the number of direct neighbours and also positively affected by the centrality of these neighbors. We observe that individual consumption of good 1 is larger than initial endowment if and only if centrality is below the average, i.e.
The reverse is true for good 2. The intuition is that the more central an agent is, the more she consumes of good 2 in order to cope with the larger negative externality.
Changing networks: Our characterization of prices in Proposition 1 tells us prices are an increasing function of average network centrality. Adding links in a network raises paths between players and this raises average centralities, which in turn raises raises prices. The following result summarizes these ideas.
Proposition 2 For small α, starting from any network G = G c , an addition of a link raises p; it therefore follows that this price is minimized in the empty network and maximized in the complete network.
Adding links clearly increases number of paths between any two agents, and this pushes towards greater centrality for all individuals. In our setting, it also alters the weights of the paths as the number of neighbors also appears in the denominator of the interaction matrix G N . This presents some technical problems which complicate the argument significantly and we are obliged to restrict attention to small values of α. The details of the computations are provided in the appendix.
We now examine the nature of the critical link: this is the link which has maximum impact on price of socially sensitive good. From Proposition 1 and the discussions above, this is the link which increases the sum (or average) centralities in the network. we have been unable to obtain a general result for arbitrary levels of social spillover, but we are able to say something for small α.
Proposition 3 Fix a network g = g c . For sufficiently small α, the critical link g ij is the solution to the following problem:
This result says that for instance in any network g with two or more isolated agents, a critical link would be between a pair of isolated agents. This result is somewhat counter-intuitive, as the first guess as the location of a critical link would be that it should connected agents with high degree. There are two reasons underlying our result: one, we focus on sufficiently small α, which allows us to ignore second and higher order effects of a link. two, in our model the increment to centrality of two connected agents varies inversely with their current degree, due to the normalization involved in the construction of the adjacency matric G N .
We now examine how new links affect individual demands. To gain some intuition for the forces at work, consider the case where individuals are located around a circle and a link is added between two individuals i and j. In the initial network all individuals are in a symmetric situation and so the first effect of the additional link is that it increases the marginal return from increasing consumption of good 2 for both i and j. Such an increase in turn leads creates pressure on the demands for good 2 from the neighbors of i and j and the effects may be rather large depending on the centrality of these individuals. However, when α is very small, these second order or indirect social effects on the neighbors of i and j are relatively small and the first order direct effects prevail. The following result summarizes our analysis of the effects of additional links on equilibrium.
Proposition 4 Suppose a new link is added between two agents i and j. There is an α > 0 such that for α <α, there is an increase in the consumption of the socially sensitive good and a decrease in the consumption of the standard good by both i and j. Correspondingly, the consumption of the socially sensitive good decreases while the consumption of the standard good increases, for all agents h = i, j
The following example illustrates the effects of an additional link on equilibrium prices and allocations.
Example 3 The critical link.
In Figure 5 we illustrate two ways of adding links, in one case we add a link between two central agents, while in the second case we add a link between two spoke players.
The parameter values and effects of link are given in Figure 6 : we find that adding a link between the hub agents has a lower impact on prices as compared to adding link between the spoke players. Similar relative ranking also obtains under different values of α.
Wealth heterogeneity
In the previous section we studied the effects of social interaction in a setting with identical agents. This section explores the ways in which heterogeneity in endowments is mediated via the social network and how they together shape market equilibrium and allocations. The principle insight of this analysis is that heterogeneities in endowments and network centrality are complementary in their effects, i.e., the wealth of an individual affects equilibrium prices and allocations in proportion to her centrality! We exploit this property to show that redistributions of wealth across individuals with different network centralities have significant price and allocation effects. By contrast, in the absence of social interaction, such redistributions have no effect on equilibrium prices.
Recall that the demand for the socially sensitive good is given by:
Let the (column) vector of ω i be denoted Ω and let Ψ denote the (column) vector of ν i . Then, we have
If then we note M = I − ασG N −1 we get
Note that M Ω is the network centrality weighted by the endowments of good ω and we shall refer to it as ω− centrality and denote it by B ω . Similarly M Ψ is the ν−centrality and we denote it by B ν . Note that we recover the homogeneous case by setting M Ω = M Jω = Bω and M Ψ = M Jν = Bν where B is as in Definition 1 above. The equilibrium price vector can be obtained from the market clearing condition
We get
Finally, the equilibrium allocation of the socially sensitive good is
while the allocation in the non-socially sensitive good can be obtained from
Let R ν denote the total endowment of the socially sensitive good and let R ω denote the total endowment of the other good. We summarize our discussion in the following result.
Proposition 5 In an interior equilibrium the allocation of individual i is given by:
Furthermore, the equilibrium price is given by
We observe that the sum of ω−centralities can be expressed as i j M ij ω j . The above result says that the price of the socially sensitive good is increasing in the sum of ω−centralities. This is intuitive: this increase may be caused by an increase in endowments or an an increase in the network centrality per se. An increase in endowment of the standard good raises incomes and leads to an increase in demand for the socially sensitive good; the price of the socially sensitive good has to increase to offset this increased demand. Similarly, keeping endowments of the standard good fixed, an increase in centralities of agents increases demand for the socially sensitive good and this necessitates an increase in equilibrium prices (as endowments are constant). The effects of changes in ν− centrality are more complicated. It can be checked that an increase in ν− centralities caused by pure network changes will raise the price of the socially sensitive good. However, an increase in endowment of some agents will lower price. The magnitude of this effect on price will depend on the centrality of the agents whose endowments have been altered: in particular, the fall in price is smaller the larger the centrality of the agents who are given more endowments. Similarly, we observe that the equilibrium allocations are related to the weighted centralities of agents. In particular, the consumption of the socially sensitive good is increasing in the ω-centrality as well as the ν-centrality of an agent, while the converse is true for the equilibrium allocation of the standard good, ceteris paribus.
We next consider the effect of redistributions in endowments. In our model, with no consumption externalities a redistribution leaves the price unchanged. We can deduce this from the formula for prices in Proposition 5 and noting that B w and B v will simply be equal to the aggregate endowments of these two goods, respectively, when α = 0. When α > 0, social interaction has significant effects on prices: a transfer from a less central to a more central agent will raise prices, the transfer in the reverse direction will lower prices. It is useful to defineM i = j M ji , as the weighted sum of all paths of all lengths from all agents to agent i. The following result summarizes these observations regarding the effects of a redistribution in endowments.
Proposition 6 SupposeM q >M q . The price of a socially sensitive good is increasing in transfers from agent q to q and decreasing in transfers from q to q . There are no price effects of a transfer from q to q, ifM q =M q .
Proof: Recall from equation (45) that prices are given by
Let us consider a transfer ∆ of the socially sensitive good from q to q. We will focus on the term B ν J, as all other terms remain unchanged.
Define initial endowment distribution as (ω, ν), and the new endowment distribution as (ω, ν ). Note that ν i = ν i for all agents except q and q , where ν q = ν q + ∆ while ν q = ν q − ∆. B ν J can be written as
In the same way, we can write the post transfer weighted centrality B ν J as:
(48) However, note that ν i = ν i , for all i = q, q . So we can rewrite (48) as follows:
Comparing equations (47) and the previous equation, we can say that B ν J > B ν J if and only if
This inequality holds if and only ifM
The above result allows us to make a number of observations. First observe that the arguments in the proof tell us that the magnitude of change in sum of weighted centralities is proportional to the relative centralities of the agents directly involved in the transfer of endowments: indeed it is easy to see that B ν J −B ν J = ∆[M q −M q ], so that the larger the difference in centralities, the larger the effect on price. Moreover, a transfer between two agents i and j with the same centrality has no effect on prices. Since the endowments of all agents other than i and j are unaffected by this transfer, and the prices remain unchanged, it follows that the equilibrium allocations of all these agents are unaffected as well. Matters are significantly more complicated when the centralities of agents are different as there are two effects to take into account: the change in aggregate weighted centrality as well as the change in the weighted centrality of specific individuals.
We now study numerical examples to quantify the magnitude of the price effects and also to determine the utility implications of wealth and network differences across agents.
Example 4 Wealth and centrality are complementary.
Let α = 0.5 and σ = 0.1. We suppose that the network consists of two distinct components, each with 4 agents forming a ring. We assume also that there is a link between agents 1 and 5 as represented in network 2 of Figure 7 . We suppose that 2 of the agents are rich, they each have 3 units of each goods. The remaining 6 agents have each 1 unit of each good. We compare the situation in which the 2 rich are the least central, agents 3 and 7, respectively, to the situation in which the rich are very central, agents 1 and 5, respectively. We can interpret this as an instance of transfer of resources from less central to more central agents. The results are reported in Figure 8 . Then Proposition 6 tells us that price of the socially sensitive good will increase; the example shows that the price change and the consumption patterns is substantial. The price increases by approximately 30%. Finally, we observe that the resource transfer has large utility effects: wealth differences are reinforced by centrality, so that rich agents have a higher utility when they are more central, while poor agents, such as 2 and 6, are worse off when the rich agents are more central! Example 5 Integrated and segregated societies.
Let α = 0.5 and σ = 0.5. Again we consider a network with two distinct components, each with 4 agents. These networks are given in Figure 9 . Suppose are 4 rich players with endowments of 10 units of the standard good and 2 units of the socially sensitive good. The 4 poor players have 5 units and 1 unit of the two goods, respectively. We consider two types of societies, segregated (in which the poor and rich live in different components) and integrated (in which the rich and poor live are mixed in the same component). The results are reported in Figure 10 . The main insight is that the utility of the poor agents is significantly lower in integrated communities as compared to segregated communities; the converse is true for rich agents! The recent literature on happiness highlights the role of changing social comparisons in understanding relatively low increases in happiness over time, see e.g., Layard (2005) . The previous example shows how changing neighbors does have interesting and powerful effects on utility levels: in particular, substituting a poor neighbor by a rich neighbor unambiguously lowers the utility of a person.
The findings on utility of rich and poor under segregation and integration suggest that rich agents will desire links with the poor, who will in turn try and avoid the rich! In a world where link formation requires consent on the part of both agents, this suggests that a society segregated by economic class may well be stable. We briefly explore this idea in section below.
Choosing the right neighbours
Our results show that social structure has an impact on prices, allocations and welfare. In this section we examine the incentives of agents to form and sustain social relations. The idea we explore is a simple one: a social network is not incentive compatible if an agent can improve his lot by severing a link or if a pair of agents can improve their welfare by forming a tie. We emphasize that we are implicitly assuming that a link reflects a social relation and is therefore bilateral in nature and requires mutual agreement. Following Jackson and Wolinsky (1996), we say that a network g is pairwise stable if no agent wishes to delete any link and if no pair of agents gains by forming a link.
In our framework, welfare comparisons associated with the addition or deletion of a link are delicate because they the set of neighbors changes, which in turn alters the utility function. One way to move on this would be to follow Maccheroni, Marinacci and Rustichini (2008), who consider inter-dependent preferences in which the composition of the neighborhood changes. We would then have to show that our utility function is a representation of their preference order. We decided that this will take us too far afield; so here we will simply assume that the choice is determined by the value of the utility as described in equations (4) and (5). Keeping this qualification in mind, we are able to state the following preliminary result.
Proposition 7
For small α, the empty network is pairwise stable.
Proof: In the empty network the equilibrium is characterized by no trade: so x i = ω and y i = ν, while the utility is given by ω σ ν 1−σ . Denote by p(g e ) the equilibrium price under the empty network. Let us examine the incentives to form a link for an agent i: if i were to form a link with some agent j, then we know from Proposition 2 that, for small α, in network g = g e + g ij the equilibrium price p(g) will be higher. At the same time, the centrality of i will increase relative to the others, and so Proposition 1 tells us his consumption (x i , y i ) will satisfy x i < ω and y i > ν. Note that by symmetry, x j = x i and y j = y i . So the utility of agent i in network g is x . Observe next that the new allocation lies on the new budget, which is strictly under the old budget line, for all bundles north-west of the initial endowments (ω, ν). It then follows that there exists a bundle (x,ŷ) withx > x i , andŷ > y i , such thatx+ŷp(g e ) < ω +νp(g e ). The bundle (x,ŷ) lies in the interior of the budget set with price p(g e ), but agent i chooses (ω, ν), so it follows that ω σ ν 1−σ >x σŷ1−σ . Thus we have shown that:
In other words, agent i strictly loses by forming a link. Thus the empty network is pairwise stable.
We have been unable to characterize all stable networks. The complication we face is that when two agents form a link their utility functions change and this makes a comparison of pre and post link situations difficult for general networks. We have examined a few numerical examples. These are presented in Figures 11 and 12 . Figure  11 illustrates that the complete and empty network are stable, while Figure 12 makes the point that players in a complete component have an incentive to delete a link if there is an isolated player. This example provides a simple illustration of how general equilibrium forces can shape the formation of social networks.
Discussion
In the paper so far, we have taken the view that individuals compare their consumption of good 2 to the consumption of good 2 by others in their neighborhood, and that they care about the total deviation in consumptions. In this section we will explore a number of alternative possible specifications with a view to clarifying the scope of our results.
All goods are positional
First we consider the simple case where consumption externalities are relevant in a symmetric way for both goods. In that case, the utility is given bŷ
It is possible to show that there exists an equilibrium which is identical in prices and allocations to an equilibrium in the economy with no consumption externalities. This is analogous to a point made in a recent paper by Arrow and Dasgupta (2007) . They consider a dynamic model of work, leisure and savings, and find that if consumption and leisure are equally susceptible to consumption externalities then there is no distortion in equilibrium.
Comparisons with the average
We now turn to the examination of a Suppose that individuals care about their consumption relative to the average consumption of their neighbours. In this case,
In the homogeneous case, this average formulation suggests a natural outcome: every consumer chooses the same bundle of goods. The demand function for good 2 becomes
Now we see that the analysis done in the previous sections can be extended in a straightforward way to cover the case of average consumption effects. Indeed, the matrix G N can now be defined as the N × N matrix of connections in which every row is normalized so that the sum of the elements add to . It is possible to show that there is an equilibrium in which agents choose bundles which are identical to their endowments and that this constitutes an equilibrium; in other words, network centrality plays no role in shaping prices and allocations. However, the network does play a role when agents are heterogeneous in their endowments as Figure 13 shows.
Direct negative externalities
Suppose that the consumption of others exerts a direct negative effect on neighbours. In other words, suppose the consumption of good 2 by agent i constitutes a bad for his neighbors, and directly lowers their net consumption of good 2. The utility of individuals is then given by:
In this case, the methods we have developed can be applied in a simpler form, and the equilibrium price and allocations are proportional to the Katz-Bonacich centrality as before and we can establish slightly stronger versions of the results on effects of adding links on allocations and prices.
We can also model the negative externality as taking place at the average level. In this case,
The average formulation suggests a natural outcome: every consumer chooses the same bundle of goods. Clearly then the externality faced by every consumer is the same and so the optimal consumption bundle under a common set of prices will be the same as well. The market clearing equations are then nx i = nω and ny y = nν.
The equilibrium allocation is then (ω, ν) . The equilibrium price can be obtained from eq. (3)
giving
so that
Note that it is independent of the network, as is to be expected since demands are independent of the network connections. However, note that the equilibrium price is related to the magnitude of the externality, and is indeed decreasing in the value of α. We expect that network structure will matter, even if individuals care about average consumptions if endowments are heterogeneous, as in the previous section.
Concluding remarks
Relative consumption concerns appear to be important in day to day life and economists have been studying them for at least a hundred years, following the work of Veblen (1989). This interest has spawned a large theoretical literature which examines the implications of relative consumption concerns; for the most part, this work assumes that individuals care about their own consumption as well as the average consumption of society at large.
Introspection as well as recent empirical work suggest that we care about the relative consumption of those close to us, i.e., our neighbors, friends, relatives, acquaintances and colleagues. This motivates us to incorporate social networks into a market economy with a view to understanding how relative consumption concerns shape economic exchange and well being.
We start with a characterization of equilibrium prices and allocations as a function of (eigen vector) centralities in the social network. Indeed, in equilibrium, individual consumption can be expressed as a function of her centrality in a social network, while the price is proportional to the average network centrality of agents in the network. We show that adding links to a social network leads to higher centralities and this in turn pushes up the price of the socially sensitive good. We also derive a formula to compute the critical link, i.e., the new link which maximizes price increase. Roughly speaking, this formula says that, when social comparison effects are small, the critical link is one which connects the two least linked agents. With regard to allocations, we show that, as we add links to a network, the consumption of the socially sensitive good by the connected agents increases, while the reverse happens to non-connected agents.
We then turn to a model with heterogenous endowments, and find that inequality in network centrality and in wealth inequality reinforce each other. Thus a transfer of resources from less to more central agents raises prices of the socially sensitive good and alters allocations and utilities of all agents.
The large effects of networks on equilibrium prices, allocations and welfare naturally raise the question: where do these networks come from and which networks are likely to be stable? Our findings in Example 5 about the welfare effects of integration vs segregation suggest that rich agents will desire links with their poor cohort, while the opposite pressures will work on the poor. In a world where link formation requires consent on the part of both agents, this suggests that stable communities should consist of agents with similar endowments; in other words, a society segregated by economic class. We have reported some preliminary findings in this paper; we leave more systematic analysis of this problem to another paper.
Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1: the verification of inequalities Consider an arbitrary coordinate k
The first term is the degree n k of the agent k scaled down by 1 + αn k . The quantity αn k 1+αn k is increasing in n k and bounded by 0 and 1. The second term is the sum over the neighbours N (k) of the degrees of the neighbours (also scaled down). This decomposition also allows to define B recursively
Now, from the series decomposition and since αn k 1+αn k < 1, we have that
We then get the bounds
The condition for the price to be positive is
which clearly holds since
The condition x i > 0 is satisfied as both (1 − σ)B i < 1 and (1 − σ)B < 1 hold. The condition y i > 0 is automatically satisfied as B k > 1. Finally, we consider the condition y i (1 + αn i ) − α j∈N (i) y j > 0 which may be rewritten as
Using the recursive formulation for B, we see that the condition indeed holds
Proof of Proposition 2: If a link is added between i and j, the matrix G is modified to G = G + ∆ ij + ∆ ji where ∆ ij is the matrix defined by ∆ ij = {t pq } N p,q=1 with t ij = 1 and t pq = 0 otherwise. In order to evaluate how the vector B is modified by the addition of the link it is useful to note that
where (.) T means transpose and Λ is defined as
Then the addition of a link between i and j implies that G N becomes G N and
with Λ defined as Λ but with the elements at position i and j modified to become . Therefore, introducing a link between i and j modifies B as follows
Clearly, introducing a connection between i and j affects the value of all the elements of the vector B. However, this effect is vanishing with the distance and as ασ −→ 0. It is then useful to look at the first terms in the expression for B noting that all terms are positive. We consider an arbitrary coordinate k. We get for the first three terms
The expansion for B k allows us to evaluate the effect of the introduction of a link between i and j. Denote this change as ∆B k . Using the series expansion we then define ∆B k = ∞ s=1 ∆B s k where the suffix indicates the power of ασ. For the first term in the series we have
The second order term ∆B
Consider now how the centralities of the neighbours of i and j are affected. Denote by h a generical neighbour of i, i.e. h ∈ N (i), h = i, j. Then, the addition of a link between agent i and j has no effect on n h so that ∆B
For further neighbours, only higher order terms in ασ are non-zero. We are in a position to evaluate how N k=1 B k is affected by the new link. Let N k=1 B k be the value of the sum after the new link is introduced. If we keep only the first two terms of the expansion we have:
On the other hand,
Finally,
Therefore,
Finally, recall that the equilibrium price is given by
with B = 1 N N k=1 B k . Therefore, as the first two terms increase strictly, and we can ignore the higher order terms, by suitably lowering α, the sum B increases when a new link is added. This implies that the equilibrium price also increases.
Proof of Proposition 3:
Fix a network g = g c ; the critical link g ij , solves the following problem: max
We note from proof of Proposition 2, that for small enough α this is equivalent to a link which maximizes the first order effects of a change in network, i.e., maximizes ∆B 
So the critical link maximizes the expression in 86; the proof now follows.
Proof of Proposition 4: First, consider the change in the consumption of the socially sensitive good by an agent h with h = i, j when a link is added between i and j.Let y h denote the corrected value of y h . A similar convention is used for the other variables. We have
It will turn out that first order terms are sufficient to characterise the bahavior as α → 0. From last section we know that this of order:
Furthermore, ∆B 1 h = 0. Then
As α → 0 we get
Remark: We only need αn i << 1 so that (1 + α(n i + 1)) (1 + αn i ) 1 for all i.
We now analyze the effect on the agents who have formed a link. Again consider only the first order terms. We have
and
Similarly,
So that the aggregate change in consumption of socially sensitive good by i and j is:
We now examine the effects on demand of good 1, when a single connection is added to the network between i and j. Assume that (1 + α(n i + 1)) (1 + αn i ) 1 or equivalently that αn i << 1, for all i then. For agent i, we have
After reducing to a common denominator, the numerator becomes
Let
Then
Finally we get
Note that the condition for a positive price is (1 − σ) N k=1 B k < N and that B i > 1 by construction. Therefore, ∆x i < 0.
For a node h with h = i, j, the increase in consumption of first good is computed as follows.
First observe that ∆x h /ω > 0, as
After reducing to the same denominator, the numerator becomes:
Therefore the increase in x h decreases with the (relative) centrality of h; in other words, for fixed B i , an increase in B h reduces the increase in demand for good 1.
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